is paper summarizes the experience of teaching an introductory course to programming by using a correctness by construction approach at Innopolis University, Russian Federation. We discuss the data supporting the idea that a division in beginner and advanced groups improves the learning outcomes.
INTRODUCTION
Formal methods are still struggling to get broad acceptance in industry world-wide, and in particular in Russian companies. Innopolis is a new IT city [7] , incorporating a technopark and a university, aiming at prioritizing the development of IT and so ware development in Tatarstan and in the Russian Federation. As a ma er of fact, Innopolis University (IU) is pioneering several research and pedagogical project and experiment with innovative teaching methods and curricula. One of the numerous peculiarity of this innovation has been the decision to teach, since the rst year of the bachelor, formal methods and correctness by construction together with programming. In particular the Ei el programming language Permission to make digital or hard copies of part or all of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for pro t or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the rst page. Copyrights for third-party components of this work must be honored. For all other uses, contact the owner/author(s). ICSE, Gothenburg, Sweden © 2018 Copyright held by the owner/author(s). . . . $15.00 DOI: [9] is used as a programming instrument and Design by Contract as a methodological and conceptual tool [8] .
is paper summarizes the experience of teaching Ei el and Design by Contract at Innopolis University, it also reports on the course structure and answers questions related to the setup, programming language and paradigm chosen. e work is structured as following: Section 2 motivates the controversial choice of adopting Ei el as rst programming language to be thought. Section 3 describes the structure of the course and the Design by Contract approach adopted. Section 4 reports empirical results on our teaching e ort: a pool was presented to students and some data collected. Finally, the numerical data presented will be then analyzed and commented in Section 5.
EIFFEL AS FIRST LANGUAGE
e choice of Ei el and Design by Contract as programming and methodological tools for rst year bachelor has been long discussed and at times opposed inside the university. A er more than three years there is no evidence suggesting the need for a change. Instead, we will here consider some data supporting the idea that the course worked out well, both in terms of content and organization. It is however worth motivating the decision more in detail.
Which programming language is be er to start studying for the beginners? No single answer exists. In general, it is easier to answer to the opposite question: "What programming language is be er not to start with?". Experience has shown that teaching a speci c language from scratch in order to satisfy a speci c and urgent need rarely brings the individual to develop into a great professional. ere are, for example, many cases of individuals who improvised themselves as Visual Basic programmers from scratch, or moved from FORTRAN or COBOL to Java because of some local business need. Even if they managed to patch the immediate emergency, they rarely developed into great professionals, because they lacked the correct mindset and basic skills required by an experienced professional. Sometimes such an emergency is inevitable, but developing a quality curriculum for a top-level university requires more care.
Worldwide, examples of good pedagogical approaches for programming are not missing. ere are a few preliminary considerations. First, what programming paradigm we want to use? ere is a general tendency to prefer the Object Oriented Programming (OOP) Paradigm [16] as starting point since it helps students developing abstraction skills and design method. is approach, however, is not without its critics: some believe that Object Orientation may deal too much with design and interface aspects and not enough to algorithmic details and imperative ow structure. According to this view, procedural programming would be be er to start, while Object Orientation should be introduced in advanced courses. Of course, this depends on how the course is taught, but the concern is serious. e school of thought privileging OOP usually concentrates on languages like Java [1] or C# [4] in order to take into account business demand. e school of procedural programming sometime concentrate on purely academic languages like Pascal [5] , with the bene t of simplicity, or widespread languages like C [6] , o ering broader exibility (and related complexity). ere are other paradigms too, for example the Functional (Lisp [14] , ML [11] , Scala [12] ), which has a racted renewed interest in recent years, and Logic (Prolog [2] ). e second general observation is that any serious computer scientist or so ware engineer will learn many languages over the course of his career. In particular, almost everyone will learn one or more of the dominant languages such as, today, Java, C#, C, C++ or Python. So the choice of the rst programming language is not exclusive of others; rather, it is a preparation for others, and should emphasize development of the skills needed to learn programming. (In fact, an increasing number of students have done some Java or other programming before they even join the university program.)
A related question is: "how much emphasis we want to give on formal reasoning and correctness by construction?". e University is the ideal time of life for learning new things and, at the same time, build the foundations of one's knowledge and mindset. Establishing a broad and deep basis is also the best way to make sure that students not only receive su cient initial training to obtain a rst job, but acquire the extensive long-term intellectual skills to pursue a successive career over several decades: the technologies will change, particularly in such a quickly evolving eld as Information Technology, but the principles will remain. As result, a broad school of thought supports the idea that the introductory programming course and the rst programming language should emphasize Computer Science foundations and formal reasoning at the time of learning the rst language, to strengthen a mindset leading to development of be er so ware. Our experience of teaching Ei el in Introduction to Programming at IU implies the choice of OOP and an a rmative answer to the second question, and still Ei el is only one of the possible choices to which these decisions lead. is path is not free of controversy. e experience inherited from ETH Zurich 1 is positive [13] , and the course was well taken by students. We aim at repeating the success in di erent contexts, though an adaptation phase is necessary and bene ts of the approach may not appear as immediate.
COURSE STRUCTURE AND APPROACH
In this section we will discuss how the course Introduction to Programming I is structured at Innopolis. e Introduction to Programming I course at Innopolis (was called Object Oriented Programming the rst year it was delivered) is a 6 ETCS course delivered to our rst year bachelors over 15 weeks with 2 academic hours of frontal lectures and 2 hours of lab every week. ere is also an Introduction to Programming II course, but the nature and the approach as well as the lecturer of this course changed over the years. Instead OOP/Introduction to Programming I kept the same structure. e team is composed by a Principal Instructor (PI) in charge of delivering lessons (PI has changed twice in the past years -although they both work in the same team) and Teaching Assistants (TA) in charge of delivering lab sessions. PIs are formal method experts, and TAs are also researchers or PhD students in the area. All the team is very much supportive of the idea that the foundations for programming lies on the mathematical and logic bases, that identifying and xing bugs early is cost e ective, and that this message should be passed to students, and therefore brought into their job environments once they graduate. Frontal lectures are given in English to all students and there is not di erentiation between the level of experience in students. Lab sessions, on the other hand, are split into 4 categories: by the level of experience in programming, Beginner or Advance, and by the natural language, Russian (native language for the majority of students) and English. We let students decide by themselves which labs they want to a end. is choice is done at the beginning of the course and students are not allowed to change once they have chosen. It is noticed than some students with less experience choose Advanced groups for them to learn faster from more experienced ones. It is also observed than some advanced students prefer Beginner groups due to lack of con dence. In order to successfully pass the course, all students need to pass all evaluations. Evaluations do not make discrimination about the level of experience of the language chosen.
Our rst year students are as young as 17, due to the speci c structure of the Russian scholastic itinerary. As overall structure, the course cover the foundations of imperative programming, from the notion of variable to control ow structure, but keeps tightly an object orientation introducing very early concepts as classes, objects and methods. Soon enough inheritance and polymorphism are also introduced. ere is nothing new in exposing millenials to an OOP language as rst programming language. ese kind of experiments appeared as early as in the 80s and become very common in the 90s. e peculiarity of our approach is exposing millenials to the notion of So ware Contract using the metaphor of business contract. Design by Contract (DbC) [10] is an approach to achieve the socalled correctness by construction [3] . Correctness by Construction makes use of foundations of logic, concepts that are taught by a Discrete Math course which our students need to a end either prior or in parallel to our course. Introduction to Programming I is not a course project (somehow along the Russian academic tradition), the evaluation is based on a set of smaller assignments, a mid-term exam and a nal exam. It has to be admi ed that this represents somehow a limitation, since it is di cult to relate the course with the activity of the companies already based in Innopolis. We will come back to this point at the end of the article.
ere are also quizzes that are not graded and their purpose is to provide feedback to students. e notion of contract is introduced in the very rst weeks of the course as an instrument to embed speci cation into the code and being sure that such a speci cation is checked for violation at run time. Tools for static veri cation also exist, for example Autoproof [15] , however these are only introduced towards the end of the course. e natural perception for students, at least to those who have been exposed to programming languages before, is that speci cation and code do not go together. It has been observed that students do not initially understand the reason of using math and logic concepts to specify the behavior of code. e perception changes when they can actually see the importance of specifying the 'what' so to properly implement the 'how': speci cation and code are not two separate artifacts, they go together and proceed together and we can automatically trace and verify their consistency.
is is the very idea of formal methods, and it is something our students have been never exposed to before in the totality of cases.
Students are introduced the idea of DbC without making any neat distinctions (syntactical or semantical) between the code itself and the contract, in fact a contract is presented for what it is: part of the code integrating with the imperative aspects and the modularization and reuse of code peculiar of OOP (natively supported by Ei el). It has been noticed that students with no programming experience absorb this fact without any problem or objections, and indeed in a completely natural way. is is not true for students with a bias due to occasional and super cial previous programming experience. e bias is even stronger in students that consider themselves uent programmers in some other language. is observation reinforces the fact that formal methods can more easily thought when there is no a priori bias. e course also introduces the concept of testing, its taxonomies and di erent approaches for testing measurements. Students quickly grasp the idea of using contracts as unit tests for features. It was noticed that advanced students, a er having understood the main idea behind DbC, o en ask about the use of contracts in the automatic generation of input values for test cases for features. ey are also curious about the necessity of testing in the presence of contracts since contracts can be used for the formal veri cation of correctness. is observation reinforces the fact that students grasp the concepts and master them in a natural way.
In order to understand how the course, and in particular the notion of DbC, helps students to be er grasp programming concepts, a questionnaire was given to those who passed Introduction to Programming in Fall 2016. We asked a single question:
• Did Design by Contract help you to grasp be er so ware concepts presented in the continuation of your study? (definitely not/ not /neutral / yes/ de nitively yes) Fig.1 shows that students found DbC useful to be er grasp programming concepts.
RESULTS
is Section is devoted to present the data and analysis of the students' performance for the Introduction to Programming course a er implementing the choices and structure described in previous sections. We analyzed the data of students' grades who a ended the course at Innopolis University and asked ourself whether the separation in beginners and advanced is useful to the pedagogical process. In this paper, we do not analyze the e ect of the language division: English vs. Russian. is aspect will be explored in the future.
In Fig.2 we report the distribution of the overall nal grade of the course for Fall 2016. It is noticeable that higher grades go to advanced and lower to beginners.
is suggests that the self assessment is informative for the continuation of the course and labs at di erent levels can be treated separately. Instructors for example can assume a be er understanding of programming for advanced students. Fig.1 provides some further con rmation of this fact and summarizes the results of the major grading milestones for Fall 2016. is data suggests that the self assessment is sound, i.e. students are able e ectively to capture their programming skills. In particular, in the nal exam advanced performed about 10% be er on average. It is worth noticing however, that the best grade was obtained instead by an outlier, i.e. a beginner student who performed be er than anyone else. e presence of outliers does not invalidate the general scheme. To the contrary, it is expected than some students decide to a end a group di erent from the self perceived level for di erent reasons, for example to study with a friend or to have a more comfortable environment. e presence of successful beginners can also be explained in terms of a itude. As discusses in Section 3, it has been observed how students that consider themselves good programmers have a bias against learning a new language and a new methodology, while beginners naturally absorb new ideas. Clearly, this bias may end up in being an inhibitor of success. e data collected in Fall 2016 and reported here seemed to suggest that the division Beginner/Advanced was informative. To nd more evidence of that, in Fall 2017 we compared the self assessment with the results of an actual entry test that students undertook at the beginning of the semester. e test was about computer science in general, and in particular on programming and data structures. Students were never informed about the results of such a test, so that their self assessment was not biased. Fig.3 reports how accurate the students' self-assessment compares with the actual test assessment. Results show with an higher level of con dence the usefulness of the division beginner/advanced. 
DISCUSSION
Introduction to Programming divides students in four groups on the basis of a technical self assessment and a choice of preferred teaching language (Russian or English). In this paper we analyzed only the division based on programming skills while the language choice will be investigated in future. e data collected and analyzed supports the idea that such an organization is useful, i.e. the students self assessment is a good predictor of technical skills, with the exception of some outliers that may be explained by the bias of advanced against learning a new language. e results of this paper are however not fully conclusive, and further studies are required. On top of this conclusion, we report the result of a questionnaire that shows how the majority of students who passed the course believe that DbC is useful to be er grasp so ware concepts presented in the continuation of Innopolis curriculum. All this supports the idea that the course is e ective, both in terms of content and methodological approach, and for what concerns the actual organization. A er further con rmation of the results we plan to introduce changes to the course. In particular, we plan to inform students of their grades in the technical test. is will allow them to make an informed choice when they self assess their technical skills. Participation to group may remain up to students' decision, but this decision will be supported by objective information.
